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Modeling the breakdown spots in silicon dioxide films as point contacts
J. Suñé,a) E. Miranda,b) M. Nafrı́a, and X. Aymerich
Departament d’Enginyeria Electro`nica, Universitat Auto`noma de Barcelona, 08193-Bellaterra, Spain

~Received 20 May 1999; accepted for publication 20 June 1999!

Experiments and simulations are combined to demonstrate that the hard dielectric breakdown of thin
SiO2 films in polycrystaline silicon/oxide/semiconductor structures leads to the formation of
conduction paths with atomic-size dimensions which behave as point contacts between the silicon
electrodes. Depending on the area of the breakdown spots, the conduction properties of the
breakdown paths are shown to be those of a classical Sharvin point contact or of a quantum point
contact. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!02433-X#
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The hard dielectric breakdown~BD! of SiO2 films in
metal–oxide–semiconductor~MOS! structures is known to
be related to the generation of defects.1–4 However, little is
known about the actual BD mechanism except that it is
extremely local phenomenon. Models of the BD statist
provide an estimation for the BD spot area of 10212– 10214

cm2.3,4 If the series impedance of the sample and/or tha
the measurement setup are large, thermal effects can
avoided or at least kept to a minimum.5,6 In this case, the BD
spot can indeed have lateral dimensions of the order of 1
nm as the BD statistics predict. Thus, being conduction ch
nels with both length~the oxide thickness! and lateral dimen-
sions in the nanometer range, it is likely that the BD pa
behave as ballistic point contacts. In this letter, we confi
this assumption showing that the BD paths behave as cla
cal Sharvin point contacts~SPC!7,8 or quantum point contact
~QPC!9–13 depending on the area of the BD spot. The idea
relating BD to the formation of quantum wires has also be
independently suggested by Ting in a recent letter.14 Al-
though our model is conceptually very similar, the approa
is completely different and we have found that a single w
of reasonable dimensions can explain the post BDI (V). On
the contrary, Ting’s simulations correspond to a matrix
quantum wires with total area of about 10% of the capac
area. Clearly, such a matrix of wires is a much less lik
picture for oxide BD.

Polycrystaline silicon gate MOS capacitors with an o
ide thickness ranging from 2.1 to 3.8 nm and areas rang
from 1023 to 1025 cm2 have been fabricated onton-type
~100! silicon with a doping of 1015 cm23. The post-
breakdown conduction properties of these ultrathin oxi
are analyzed and compared with those of thicker oxi
@13.5 nm SiO2 films onto n-type ~100! silicon with ND

51018 cm23]. 6 In this work, we are only concerned wit
hard breakdown and not with soft breakdown.15 After the
detection of a BD event, the current–voltage characteris
I (V), is measured, and the static conductance–voltage c
acteristics,G(V), is obtained by numerical derivation. T
explain the obtained results, we propose that each BD e
opens a conduction path through the oxide which behave
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a point contact between the silicon electrodes. This me
that no oxide barrier remains at the local position of the B
spot, but it does not necessarily require a local penetratio
the electrode material into the oxide because resonant
neling through strategically located defects can provide
transparent one-dimensional path as well.16 A very narrow
conducting wire connecting two electrodes is a SPC if
electron transport is ballistic. If, in addition, the lateral d
mensions of the wire are comparable to the electrons’ wa
length, only a finite number of transverse modes are allow
and it behaves like a QPC.9,10 In the latter case, the conduc
tance takes values which are integer and half-integer m
tiples of the conductance quantumG052e2/h, at low and
high bias, respectively,e andh being the electron charge an
h the Planck’s constant.11,12 To deal with point contacts be
tween 3D silicon electrodes, we have developed an orig
compact model both for SPCs and QPCs. We have con
ered:~1! an adiabatic approach to the electron transport,17 ~2!
a potential profile which is adequate for semiconductor el
trodes, and~3! the electron injection from the different band
of the cathode to those of the anode.

The applied voltage is considered to drop in the catho
(wS

C), the anode (wS
A), and in a distancet int/2 across each

interface (Vint) as it is schematically shown in Fig. 1. I
agreement with Pascualet al.,12 it is assumed that no voltag
drops in the oxide path. Following the usual approach
metals,12 a fractionbVint is considered to drop at the cathod
interface and the remainder (12b)Vint , across the anode
interface. The voltage distribution across the whole struct
is calculated as in MOS structure where the nominal ox
thickness is substituted byt int ~see Fig. 1!:

-
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the potential profile at a BD spot.
main difference with the usual models used for metal point contacts~see
Ref. 12! are the voltage drops in the semiconductor electrodes,wS

C andwS
A.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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 This a ub to IP:
VAPPL52FMS1wS
C~NC ,Vint ,t int!1uwS

A~NA ,Vint ,t int!u

1Vint , ~1!

whereVAPPL is the applied voltage,NC and NAthe cathode
and anode dopings, andFMS the work function difference.

Assuming an adiabatic model of transport, i.e., consid
ing that the conducting modes have transmission coeffic
equal to 1, we calculate the current components between
conduction bands, between the valence bands, and from
cathode’s valence band to the anode’s conduction band
SPCs, there is not quantization of transverse energyE' , and
the current is given by

I 5
em* S

2p2\3E dEzE @ f ~Ez ,E' ,EF
C!2 f ~Ez ,E' ,EF

A!#dE' ,

~2!

where \ is the Planck’s constant,S the spot area,m* the
effective electron mass,e the electron charge,Ez the longi-
tudinal energy,EF the Fermi level, andf the Fermi–Dirac
distribution. The indicesC andA indicate cathode and anod
respectively. The energy integration limits depend on
considered cathode and anode bands. The fitting param
of our SPC model@Eqs.~1! and~2!# areSandt int . In QPCs,
the number of transversal modes in the channel is finite,
the current is given by

I 5 (
n51

N

g~n!
e

p\E @ f ~Ez ,EF
C!2 f ~Ez ,EF

A!#dEz , ~3!

whereN is the total number of modes, andg(n) the corre-
sponding degeneracy. The integration limits depend on
bands considered in the electrodes and also on the c
sponding mode transversal energy,E'n . In this letter, we
have only considered single-mode conduction chann
Thus, the QPC model@Eqs. ~1! and ~3!# only contains two
fitting parameters:t int andE'n . In both point contact mod-
els, the total current is calculated as a sum of the contr
tions of the conduction and valence bands of both electro

Figure 2 compares theG(V) of BD paths opened in
ultrathin oxides of various thickness~2.1, 3, and 3.8 nm!
with the simulation of SPCs with different values oft int and
different areas:t int52.8, 2.5, 2.2 nm andA58.5310213,
6.5310213, 5310213 cm2, respectively. Notice that the
spots’ area are within the range predicted by BD statist

FIG. 2. Marks: experimental conductance–voltage characteristics for s
breakdown spots opened in three oxides of different thickness: circ
squares, and triangles correspond to 2.1, 3, and 3.8 nm thick oxides, re
tively. Lines: simulation results corresponding to classical Sharvin p
contacts with different values of area andt int (tint52.8, 2.5, and 2.2 nm;
A58.5310213 cm2, 6.5310213 cm2, and 5310 cm2, respectively!.
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models3,4 and increase with decreasing thickness. In all
cases, a conductance plateau is found. At low bias the c
ductance is lower due to the major role of voltage drops
the electrodes. The main qualitative and quantitative featu
of the experimental temperature dependence of the BD
rent have also been shown to be captured by the S
model.18 Attempts to model the behavior of the BD paths
these ultrathin oxides with a QPC model always yield wo
results. On the contrary, the BD data corresponding
slightly thicker oxides~13.5 nm!6 is better understood whe
quantum effects are considered. Figure 3 compares theG(V)
of a broken down 13.5 nm oxide with the simulation of
QPC. Two BD events of nearly identical magnitude had be
registered~see Fig. 11 of Ref. 6! so that the simulation cor
responds to two QPCs conducting in parallel witht int53 nm
and the mode located atE'n522.5 eV below the silicon
conduction band at flatband. The degeneracyg(n) has been
considered to be 6 because this gives the better fit of
I (V). Recall, however, that the conduction band of Si ha
equivalent valleys. Two conductance plateaus are obtai
one at about 10G0 and the other at 6G0 . In both cases the
current is controlled by injection from the cathode’s valen
band towards the anode’s conduction band. The transi
between both plateaus occurs at the crossing of the botto
the transversal subband and the anode’s conduction b
After the crossing, the conductance of 6G0 is easily under-
stood: we have two spots and sixfold degeneracy so that
contribution of each single transverse mode is of ab
0.5G0 , which is the value expected for the nonlinear inje
tion regime whenb51/2.12 Before the crossing, the conduc
tance does not reach 12G0 , i.e., G0 per conducting mode
because of the voltage drops in the silicon electrodes.

Why the BD spots in ultrathin oxides behave as S
while a QPC model has been invoked for a thicker film? T
probably has to do with the area of the BD spots. The in
of Fig. 3 shows the values ofS used to fit the data of Fig. 2
as a function of the oxide thickness. Rough extrapolation
13.5 nm oxide gives an area more than one order of ma
tude smaller, and this justifies the need of a quantum mo
because the lateral dimensions of the BD spot are of
order of the electrons’ wavelength.

le
s,
ec-
tFIG. 3. Experimental conductance–voltage characteristics~marks! after the
occurrence of two nearly identical breakdown events in
n1-poly-Si/SiO2 /Sistructure~13.5 nm oxide! onto a 1018 cm23 n-type sili-
con substrate. The lines correspond to the simulation of a quantum p
contact witht int53 nm and one single transverse mode in the channel~BD
path! located at 2.5 eV below the conduction band at flatband. Inset: Are
the BD spot required to fit the data of Fig. 2 as a function of the ox
thickness. Extrapolation to a 13.5 nm oxide givesS51.7310214 cm2.
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 This a
In conclusion, the combined use of experiments a
simulations has shown that the BD paths in thin SiO2 films
behave as point contacts. The area of the BD spot, which
been found to be in agreement with previous estimati
based on BD statistical models, determines whether the
path behaves as a classical or quantum point contact.
presented model of point contacts between 3D semicon
tors is also original and reveals that the behavior is v
similar to those of metal contacts because of the relevant
of the cathode’s valence band. The obtained results not
improve our understanding of the BD physics but also op
a path for the use of intentionally induced BD paths to fa
ricate nanoelectronic devices based on point contacts w
ing in the 1 V range.
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